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FLAKE AND NUGGET ICE MACHINES

Superior
performance
with every cup.
Now the nugget and flake ice
that customers love is available
with more innovative technology
than ever before. Units feature
sealed, maintenance-free
bearings ensuring maximum
reliability and a long machine
lifetime. With next-generation
diagnostics like AutoAlert
indicator lights on the new
Scotsman Prodigy Plus flake and
nugget ice machines, operators
can help ensure superior
performance while enjoying
maximum efficiency — every
day. And with features like
advanced ice level control, a
small operational footprint and
easy-access service from the front
panel, Prodigy Plus flake and
nugget ice machines are the
smart choice for today’s busy
foodservice environments.
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FLAKE AND NUGGET ICE MACHINES

Scotsman.
A true industry leader.
 Scotsman.
As the world’s largest manufacturer of ice systems with
300 models
of ice machines,
Aover
true
industry
leader.bins and dispensers,
Scotsman — a division of Ali Group North America — is
Sealed, maintenance free bearings
ensure maximum reliability &
contribute
to long machine life.
™
AutoAlert indicator lights are easily
visible from afar.
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Group North
AmericaAnd
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dedicated
to
ice equipment is American-manufactured at our
developing the next-generation technologies that make ice
award-winning production facility in South Carolina.
production more convenient, efficient and reliable. And 99%
of Scotsman ice equipment is American-manufactured at our
award-winning production facility in South Carolina.

The Prodigy Plus Difference.
ENHANCED RELIABILITY

Models feature Scotsman’s sealed, maintenance-free
The
Prodigy Plus difference.
bearing design, a configuration that eliminates the need
®

for grease. ThisEFFICIENCY
not only saves valuable time and labor but
COST-SAVING

AutoAlert indicator lights are easily
visible from afar.

External QR code provides one-step
manual and warranty access.

also ensures a sanitary ice supply.
Our Prodigy Plus® flake and nugget ice machines are highly
efficient,
using up
to 50% less water and 15% less energy
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cube
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highly efficient,
to 50%
water and 15% less
energy than cube ice machines — good news not only in
terms of conservation,
but for the bottom line as well.
SELF-MONITORING
TECHNOLOGY
The Prodigy Plus flake and nugget ice machines feature
SELF-MONITORING TECHNOLOGY
AutoAlert™ external indicator lights that continuously
The Prodigy Plus flake and nugget ice machines feature
communicate
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statuslights
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keyhighest
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and
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levels ofissues,
Prodigy Plus flake and nugget ice machines maintain the
ice production.
highest levels of ice production.
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External QR code provides one-step
Self-aligning
panel removes
manual
andfront
warranty
access. quickly
for servicing.
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Prodigy Plus® flake and nugget ice machines offer more peace
machines offer more peace of mind than ever.
of mind than ever.

EASY-ACCESS SERVICING

CHOICE OF NUGGET ICE
Now offering the choice between
Scotsman's
softer,
Chewable
NUGGET ICE,
THEOriginal
ORIGINAL
® harder, H2 Nugget
Nugget
Ice and
the
CHEWABLE
ICE
Ice. Nugget Ice also ®displaces more
Scotsman Nugget Ice was created
liquid than cubed ice, lowering syrup
withper
the cup.
consumer in mind — soft,
costs
chewable and a time-tested favorite for
all types of beverages. Nugget Ice also
displaces more liquid than cubed ice,
lowering syrup costs per cup.

The next level.

VARI-SMART ICE LEVEL CONTROL

The next level.

Scotsman’s advanced ice level
control system utilizes field-proven
™
VARI-SMART
ICE LEVEL
ultrasonic
technology
to CONTROL
maintain
the
selected
ice
level.
It has
the
Scotsman’s advanced ice level
control
unique
ability
to
customize
ice
system utilizes field-proven ultrasonic
levels — meaning customers get
technology to maintain the selected
the ice they need while operators
ice level.
has energy.
the unique ability
save
waterItand
to customize ice levels — meaning
customersSMART-BOARD
get the ice they need while
PRODIGY
operators
save
water and
energy.
ADVANCED FEATURE
BOARD
This optional advanced™ feature
PRODIGY
SMART-BOARD
board
provides
you with data that
ADVANCED
FEATUREon-screen
BOARD or
can be displayed
This optionalremotely
advanced for
feature
board
transmitted
early,
fast
diagnosis
of operational
issues.
Plus,
provides you
with data that
can be
use
this in conjunction
optional
displayed
on-screen or with
transmitted
Vari-Smart and program ice levels
remotely for early, fast diagnosis of
for seven days.
operational issues. Plus, use this in
conjunction with optional Vari-Smart™
and program ice levels for seven days.
For more information on our
complete line of Prodigy Plus flake
and nugget ice machines, call
For more information on our
1-800-SCOTSMAN (1-800-726-8762)
line of Prodigy Plus®
orcomplete
visit www.scotsman-ice.com.
flake and nugget ice machines, call
1-800-SCOTSMAN (1-800-726-8762)
or visit
www.scotsman-ice.com.
DESIGNED
ENGINEERED
ASSEMBLED

The durable, self-aligning
EASY-ACCESS
SERVICING front panel of the Prodigy Plus

Available
Nugget Ice,in
theOriginal
Original Chewable
Chewable Ice®
from
Scotsman.
Nugget Ice, H2 Nugget Ice and Flake
Ice.

101 Corporate Woods Parkway, Vernon Hills, IL 60061

1-800-SCOTSMAN

Fax: 847-913-9844

www.scotsman-ice.com
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machines can be easily removed, allowing clear access to
The durable, self-aligning front panel of the Prodigy Plus®
internal components. Inside, a diagnostic code display
machines
can be easily removed,
allowing
clear quickly
access to and
helps technicians
determine
issues
internal
components.
Inside,
a
diagnostic
code
display
helps
accurately for a right diagnosis the first time. And
with
the industry’s
only issues
externally
QR code
technicians
determine
quicklylocated
and accurately
for access,
a right
Scotsman
it easier
thanthe
ever
to connect
to parts
diagnosis
themakes
first time.
And with
industry’s
only externally
lists, cleaning instructions, manuals, warranty history
located QR code access, Scotsman makes it easier than ever to
and more.
connect to parts lists, cleaning instructions, manuals, warranty
history and more.

customer.relations@scotsman-ice.com
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